We report on the spin-lattice interaction and coherent manipulation of electron spins in Mn-doped colloidal PbS quantum dots (QDs) by electron spin resonance. We show that the phase memory time, T M , is limited by Mn-Mn dipolar interactions, hyperfine interactions of the protons ( 1 H) on the QD capping ligands with Mn ions in their proximity (<1 nm), and surface phonons originating from thermal fluctuations of the capping ligands. In the low Mn concentration limit and at low temperature, we achieve a long phase memory time constant T M ∼ 0.9 μs, thus enabling the observation of Rabi oscillations. Our findings suggest routes to the rational design of magnetic colloidal QDs with phase memory times exceeding the current limits of relevance for the implementation of QDs as qubits in quantum information processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the last two decades the coherent manipulation of electron spins in semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) has attracted continuously increasing interest for quantum information processing (QIP) applications [1, 2] . A basic requirement for QIP is that the phase memory time (T M ) of the electron spin must be sufficiently long compared to the time required for computing [3] . Therefore an understanding of the sources of spin dephasing is necessary to design QDs with long T M . Although spin manipulation has been reported for electron spins confined in lateral [4] and magnetic self-assembled [5] QDs, it still remains largely unexplored in colloidal QDs [6, 7] . Nevertheless, significant advances in the synthesis of colloidal QDs have enabled the controlled doping of the QDs with magnetic impurities (e.g., Mn) [7, 8] , flexibility in manipulating the QD surface and environment [8, 9] , and implementation of the QDs in hybrid nanocomposite device structures [9] . Thus, colloidal magnetic semiconductor QDs represent an excellent benchmark not only to study the dephasing effects of electric (phonons) and magnetic (nuclei and unpaired electrons) field fluctuations on electron spin coherence but also to explore promising routes to quantum technologies.
Since the exchange of energy between the electron spin and the lattice unavoidably leads to spin dephasing, identifying the physical mechanisms responsible for the coupling between the electron spins and the phonon bath is crucial for achieving long phase memory times. The spin-lattice relaxation time constant, T 1 , provides an upper bound for the coherence time constant T 2 (i.e., the lifetime for superposition of states) according to T M < T 2 2T 1 [10] . Therefore, knowledge of T 1 provides the theoretical maximum value of the coherence time as well as the influence of spin-phonon interactions on the spin dynamics, which can take place either via one-phonon (direct) or twophonon (Raman or Orbach) processes [11] . To date, the role played by the phonon bath on T M in colloidal QDs remains unknown. Understanding this important problem along with the ability to manipulate coherent states is of fundamental interest and essential for the design and utilization of QDs as qubits in future applications.
Here we report on the spin-lattice interaction and spin manipulation in Mn-doped PbS colloidal QDs by electron spin resonance (ESR). These narrow band gap semiconductor nanocrystals [12] may offer new opportunities for optical control of exciton qubits due to strong electron and hole confinement in the nanocrystal, optical emission tunable in the near-infrared wavelength region, controlled incorporation of Mn ions down to a few Mn atoms per QD [13] , and compatibility with other low-dimensional semiconductors, such as graphene, to construct new hybrid functional devices [9] . Our ESR studies allow us to shed light on the dominant mechanism for spin-lattice relaxation and to identify the major sources of spin dephasing in (i) Mn-Mn dipolar interactions; (ii) hyperfine interactions of the protons ( 1 H) on the QD capping ligands with Mn ions in their proximity (<1 nm); and (iii) surface phonons originating from thermal fluctuations of the capping ligands. These phenomena could be observed in other nanocrystals and indicate that the control of the Mn content and position of the Mn ions within the nanocrystal and the conformational rigidity of the QD capping ligands are crucial for the rational design of QD qubits with T M exceeding the current limits.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Colloidal Mn-doped PbS QDs with average diameter of 4.5 ± 1.2 nm were synthesized in aqueous solution with Mn weight content, x, from 0.05% to 0.5 %, as detailed in Ref. [14] , which corresponds to a statistical number of Mn ions per QD (Mn:QD) from 1:2 to 5:1 (Table I) . Our approach enables the incorporation of Mn 2+ ions into QDs and the controlled modification of their optical and magnetic properties. Solutions were freeze-dried to produce colloidal QDs powder samples for ESR studies.
Continuous-wave (CW) and pulsed-ESR experiments were performed on a Bruker ElexSys E580 X-band spectrometer with a dielectric resonator (MD5). Continuous-wave ESR experiments were performed with magnetic field modulation amplitude and frequency of 0.1 mT and 100 kHz, respectively. Echo field-swept (EFS) measurements were studied using a primary echo sequence, π/2 − τ − π − τ − echo, with π = 32 ns, τ = 200 ns, and shoots repetition time of 1048 μs. Echo decay traces were recorded by increasing the interpulse delay τ of the primary echo sequence [15] . T M was estimated by fitting the echo decay signal (I ) to the function:
Electron-nuclear hyperfine interactions cause a modulation of the primary echo amplitude, which represents a twopulse electron spin echo envelope modulation (2p-ESEEM) experiment. For a spin system with an electron spin S = 1/2 and a nuclear spin I = 1/2, the modulation can be described by the analytical equation [15] :
where ω α and ω β are the nuclear frequencies for the two m s manifolds, ω + = ω α + ω β and ω − = ω α − ω β are the combination frequencies, and k is the modulation depth parameter describing the amplitude of the oscillations. The parameter k is a function of the angle θ between the direction of the applied static magnetic field, B 0 , and the interdistance vector, r, between electron and nuclear spin. Spin-lattice relaxation studies were carried out using an inversion recovery pulse sequence, π − t − π/2 − τ − π − τ − echo, with τ = 0.2 μs and variable t [15] . Spin-lattice relaxation time constants were determined from a fit of the echo recovery amplitude to the biexponential function:
where I 1 and I SD are amplitudes, and T SD is the spectral diffusion time constant, which is known to affect the inversion recovery sequence [16] . In Sec. III, only the slower component T 1 is examined. Values of T SD are listed in Table I . Electron spin nutation experiments were performed with the pulse sequence, t p − t − π/2 − τ − π − τ − echo, where the nutation pulse length t p was varied, while t = 1 μs and τ = 0.2 μs.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Continuous-wave ESR
Room temperature CW ESR spectra reveal six lines superimposed onto a broad signal (Fig. 1) . By decreasing x, the resolution of the six lines increases, and at x = 0.05%, additional weaker and narrower features are observed. The six line pattern is characteristic for isotropic hyperfine splitting in Mn 2+ (with an electron spin S = 5/2 and a nuclear spin I = 5/2), thus indicating the incorporation of isolated Mn 2+ ions into the nanocrystals. The sextet is centred close to the free electron g value, g e = 2.0025, with a hyperfine constant A ∼ 9.3 mT. Similar values were reported for PbS:Mn QDs in a glass matrix [17] . The six ESR lines are not exactly evenly spaced and are significantly broadened compared to those for Mn 2+ in a hexagonal ZnO crystalline environment [18] . These results suggest that the local symmetry of Mn 2+ ions is lower than cubic, as expected for ions located near or at the surface of a QD, which experience strain and crystal field anisotropies [17, 19] . The additional broadening of the linewidth for samples with x > 0.1% is likely caused by increased dipolar interactions between Mn 2+ ions [20, 21] .
B. Mn concentration dependence of the electron spin dynamics and 2p-ESEEM
At the maximum of the EFS intensity, B 0 = 345 mT (see Supplemental Material, S1 [22] ), T M increases from ß0.07 μs to ß0.8 μs with x decreasing from 0.5% to 0.05% [see CdTe semiconductor bulk layers [23] for ZnSe/MnSe quantum wells [24] or for nonmagnetic In(Ga)As self-assembled QDs [25] . Our T M values are instead similar to those reported for Mn-doped ZnO colloidal QDs [6, 7] . Also, we observe an ESEEM signal superimposed to the Hahn echo decay [ Fig. 2(a) ]. By subtracting the monoexponential decay and Fourier transforming the resulting curve, we extracted a characteristic modulating frequency at 14.3 ± 0.5 MHz [ Fig. 2(a) inset] . This is close to the 1 H Larmor frequency (ω I /2π = 14.69 MHz) and suggests coupling of electron spins to 1 H located in the QD-capping ligands. The weaker spectral features at ß3.1 MHz could be tentatively ascribed to interactions with 207 Pb nuclei. A dominant contribution of 1 H nuclear spins to electron spin dephasing in comparison to other nuclear spins in the QD is ascribed to the larger gyromagnetic ratio (γ1 H /γ207 Pb ∼ 5 and γ1 H /γ33 S ∼ 13) and natural abundance (ß100% for 1 H, ß22% for 207 Pb, and ß0.8% for 33 S) of 1 H. Since the excitation of the ESR peak at B 0 = 345 mT mainly induces transitions between m s = ±1/2 quantum numbers, we can treat our spin system as a fictitious S = 1/2 and I = 1/2 system. In this case a discussion of the ESEEM spectra can be based on Eq. (2). The unresolved ω α and ω β peaks at ∼14.3 MHz suggest that the isotropic electron-1 H coupling is weak; therefore, we can analyze our data assuming that ω α ∼ ω β ∼ |ω I |, and ω − ∼ 0. The sum frequency of the 1 H signal, ω + = 2|ω I | ∼ 29 MHz, is considerably weaker than expected from the analytical expression for 2p-ESEEM with ideal, nonselective pulses [15] . We ascribe this to the limited excitation bandwidth of the refocusing π pulse (ß31 MHz), which only partially excites ω + . Thus we do not consider the resonance at ω + in the analysis.
We use Eq. (2) to model the 2p-ESEEM data. For a sample with statistical distribution of θ and small modulation depth k (k 1), the τ dependence of the ESEEM signal can be approximated by the equation:
The observed mean modulation depth k [26] represents an average of k(θ ) over the three-dimensional unit sphere:
where r is the modulus of the electron-nucleus distance vector r, μ 0 is the vacuum permeability, and μ B is the Bohr magneton. With these assumptions, a mean distance r between an electron and a nuclear spin from a statistical distribution of electron and nuclear spin pairs can be obtained:
The simulation of the echo decay for the sample with x = 0.05% provides an estimate for k = 0.08 ± 0.01, from which we derive r = 0.28 ± 0.03 nm by using Eq. (6). This value of r represents a lower limit for an electron spin interacting with a single proton. Assuming that all the coupled protons are at the same direction from the electron spin, which is justified by the small value of r compared to the averaged diameter of the QD, the integration of the product rule [26] for several nuclei provides the distance distribution of a single spin S = 1/2 interacting with n 1 H : k n = n k . Thus we calculate that even for n = 4, the distance between electron and nuclear spins only increases to r 4 = 0.35 nm and for n = 20 to r 20 = 0.46 nm. These values are consistent with the assumption of weak electron-1 H coupling, implying Mn ions close to the QD surface. For Mn ions located deeper in the core of QDs, the Mn− 1 H interaction would be too weak to modulate the echo decay, while for Mn 2+ ions at the surface and bound to the protons of the capping ligands, a nonvanishing isotropic hyperfine interaction would enable to resolve ω α and ω β resonances.
The rate, 1/T M , increases with x [ Fig. 3(a) V QD /N Mn , and the average distance between Mn ions is d =
2π
V uc x , which corresponds to the diameter of a sphere with volume V QD /N Mn . The results reported in Table I show that the Mn average distance increases from ß2.7 nm to ß5.8 nm for x decreasing from 0.5% to 0.05%, respectively.
From the classical dipolar field, 5 , where d is the interdistance Mn-Mn vector and the resonance condition B dip = hν dip /gμ B , we estimate the lower limit for the decoherence rate, ν dip , set by the magnetic dipolar field, i.e.,
2 Sx/3hV uc , where V uc is the volume of a PbS unit cell and S = 5/2 (Table I) . We find that the values of 1/T M at different x are close to the dipolar rate, 1/T dip , and follow the expected linear dependence on x [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Also, 1/T M does not reach a plateau at the lowest x, indicating that the dipolar coupling is a limiting factor for T M .
The role played by phonons in the Mn-spin dynamics was inferred from the study of the spin lattice relaxation time constants, T 1 [ Fig. 2(b) ]. The rate of change of 1/T 1 as function of x [ Fig. 3(a) ] flattens for x < 0.3% and increases at larger x. The coupling mechanisms responsible for the increase of 1/T 1 are magnetic dipolar interactions between neighboring magnetic ions and interactions of the magnetic ion with the crystal field [15] . Since the crystal field interacts directly only with the orbital motion of the electrons, the latter mechanism requires magnetic ions with orbital moment L = 0. On the other hand, we deduce that L is quenched from the isotropic (nearly free) electron g value (as found from the CW ESR studies) and the half-filled d orbitals for Mn 2+ ions in the 6 A 1 ground state [11] . Thus, we exclude this mechanism and notice instead that lattice waves could modulate the distance between nuclear or electron spins and, hence, spin-spin dipolar energies and anisotropic magnetic interactions. For a large Mn-Mn separation (i.e., d > 5 nm and x < 0.1%), 1/T 1 is independent of x [ Fig. 3(a) ]. For short Mn-Mn distances (i.e., d < 5 nm and x > 0.1%), 1/T 1 strongly depends on x, which is consistent with Mn-Mn dipolar interactions modulated by lattice waves, thus shortening T 1 .
C. Temperature dependence of the electron spin dynamics
The temperature variation of 1/T M [ Fig. 3(b) ] for x = 0.05% is a clear manifestation of the link between T 2 (and hence T M ) and the lattice, which contributes to electron spin dephasing through thermal fluctuations of the surrounding spins. The weak and linear temperature dependence of 1/T 1 [ Fig. 3(b) ] indicates that the exchange of energy between the lattice and the Mn electron spin is mediated by one-phonon processes [11] at temperatures T < 10 K. This spin-lattice interaction occurs only when the frequency of the lattice oscillations matches the Larmor frequency of the electron spins [15] . Because of the long phonon wavelength (λ ∼ 300 nm at 10 GHz) and small size of our nanocrystals (d ∼ 4.5 nm), we ascribe lattice vibrations to surface phonons originating from fluctuations of capping ligands with low steric hindrance [27] rather than to QD core lattice vibrations [16] . For T > 10 K, 1/T 1 shows a faster increase with temperature, suggesting that other relaxation mechanisms become dominant, e.g., two phonon Raman processes involving the excitation of virtual states [11] . The large energy separation ( ∼ 2.4 eV) between the ground state ( 6 A 1 ) and the excited state ( 4 T 1 ) for Mn 2+ in octahedral environment allows one to exclude Orbach processes involving the excitation of a state at energy above the ground state [21] . We observe a similar temperature dependence of 1/T 1 and 1/T M for a sample with larger Mn content, x = 0.5% (see Supplemental Material, S2 [22] ). This observation confirms that similar spin-lattice relaxation processes occur at different Mn concentrations, which we identify in the thermal motion of the capping ligands.
D. Rabi oscillations
The feasibility of quantum algorithms with spin-qubits depends on the number of driven coherent oscillations, as expressed by the figure of merit Q M = R T M /π [28] , where R is the nutation (Rabi) frequency. Electron spin oscillations are shown in Fig. 4(a) . We observe that the fast damping of the quantum oscillations is highly nonmonoexponential (see Supplemental Material, S3 [22] ), likely due to an inhomogeneous B 1 across the sample. This can also be ascribed to a distribution of Mn electron spin coupling parameters due to strains caused by the proximity of the Mn 2+ ions to the QD surface [29, 30] as well as to changes of the dipolar couplings occurring over the long nutation pulse [31] . The Fourier transform of the data recorded at different microwave powers (P mw ∝ B Fig. 4(b) ]. This demonstrates electron spin Rabi oscillations in a rotating frame of reference induced by the on-resonant irradiation of B 1 [15] . For B 1 = 1.6 mT, we estimate a figure of merit Q M ∼ 100.
We note that the peak centered at ß14.3 MHz is independent of the microwave power [ Fig. 4(b) ], thus indicating that it originates from coherent electron-1 H oscillations. These results support our 2p-ESEEM studies [ Fig. 2(a) inset] and suggest that Mn ions are weakly coupled to 1 H spins on the QD surface. The intensity of the peak at 14.3 MHz reaches the maximum value at B 1 ∼ 0.6 mT, where the electron nutation frequency and Larmor frequency of 1 H spins are matched, i.e., both oscillate at the same frequency [32] . This condition also corresponds to the maximum number of quantum oscillations observed.
Our findings allow us to suggest the following design rules for the chemical engineering of QDs with longer T M and higher Q M : (i) overgrowing magnetically doped QDs with a diamagnetic shell to reduce hyperfine interactions between the Mn ions and the protons of the capping ligands; (ii) deprotonation of the capping ligands and of the solvent molecules could increase the T M value by up to a factor of 35 [16] , in the limit of very high dilution where electron-electron dipolar interactions becomes negligible; (iii) the use of rigid capping ligands to minimize nuclear spin diffusion; and (iv) the dilution of the QDs in a diamagnetic matrix to minimize interparticle Mn-Mn dipolar interactions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have reported on the spin-lattice interaction and spin manipulation by pulsed ESR of isolated, spatially confined Mn ions in PbS colloidal QDs and presented a protocol based on 2p-ESEEM to estimate the location of the Mn dopants. We found long phase memory times, which enabled us to coherently drive Rabi oscillations of Mn electron spins in the Bloch sphere. Moreover, we shed light on the dominant mechanisms responsible for spin-lattice interactions and identified the main sources of spin dephasing. A source of spin dephasing was found in surface phonons originating from fluctuations of the QD capping ligands. This phenomenon could be observed in other QDs and highlights the complexity of the mechanisms responsible for spin dephasing in nanostructures. Our findings allow us to propose the rational design of QD qubits with longer phase memory time constants. In addition, the large value of T 1 could lead to long exciton-and Mn-related optical emissions mediated by sp−d interaction in the QDs [13] , offering prospects to initialize, manipulate and read out spin-qubits [33, 34] .
